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Photo in Canvas Cuts Sales by up to 15% on Multiple Orders for Limited
Time Only

For many photographers, finding a new and interesting way to exhibit their work is always
exciting, and the opportunity to decorate people’shomes or work spaces can make it even more
so.

Chester, United Kingdom (PRWEB) December 09, 2011 -- For many photographers, finding a new and
interesting way to exhibit their work is always exciting, and the opportunity to decorate people’s homes or work
spaces can make it even more so. Perhaps this is why so many photographers are turning to photo canvas
printing specialists such as Photo in Canvas to bring their pictures to life. The site also offers an eclectic range
of ready-made prints which make for stylish decoration in a wide range of spaces and for a limited time only,
Photo in Canvas offers customers 15% off on multiple orders.

Photo in Canvas offer a wide range of facilities, products, and advice on how to get the most out of printing
photography and over the coming weeks will be extending their Autumn sale which has seen them offer as
much as 15% off selected products. When these lowered prices are combined with their free-to-use editing
software and their free next day delivery service it makes for astounding value for money heading in to the
Christmas season.

The product range at the site includes canvases as large as 40 inches x 40 inches, each one using 100% cotton
canvas covers and supported by a solid hardwood frame that helps to make the products remain durable
throughout their lifetime. In fact, so confident are Photo in Canvas that their products will last that they offer a
ten-year guarantee with each one distributed.

To find out more about what products are on offer at photo in canvas or take advnatage of the sale while it still
lasts, customers should visit the site today.
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If you have any questions regarding information in these press releases please contact the company listed in the press release. Our complete disclaimer
appears here - PRWeb ebooks - Another online visibility tool from PRWeb

Contact Information
Scott Beaman
Photo InCanvas
http://www.photoincanvas.co.uk/
01244 305088

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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